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From-US DEPT OF LABOR/OSOL/ETLS 

TJNTTFD STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
BOARD OF ALIEN LABOR CERTIFICATION APPEALS 

WASHINGTON, DC 

BALCA Case No. 
2006-PER- 1 

CER-G OFFICER'S KEPLY BRZEF 

The CertiQ4ng Officer ("C0'3 files its Reply Brief pursuant to the Board of Alien 

Labor Certification Appeals' (''BALCA") order of May 16,2006. 

Tberc: are three general pmble& that permeate amici md HealthAmerica's 

briefs. First, as Thomas Wolfe said, "You Can't Go Home Again." Amici and 

Hea1heril:a yearn for the regulatory world as it existed prior to March 28,2005. 

Those desire:: cannot be satisfied. Under the old regulations, an applicant would fie its 

appIicadon with s d c  The co would then have two choices; 

grant the application, or issue a Notice of Findings (%OF") explaining the reasons the 

CO intended to deny the application. The NOF invited the applicant to rebut the CO's 

conclusions t jr cure the deficiency through argumeat or evidence not previously 

subrnit(:ed. The CO would then make a bl decision. 

The current regulations, adopted over h objection of the American Immigration 

Lawyers Association rAILA"), one of the amici, do away with the NOF procedures. 
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U.S. Department crf Labor Office of the Solicitor 
Washington, D.C. 2021 0 

MAY 2 3 2006 

BY FACSIMILE 

The Honorable John M. Vittone 
Chief Administra tive Law Judge 
Office of Administrative Law Judges 
800 K Street, NHt, Suite 400-N 
Washington, DC 2000 1 -8002 

Re: HealthArner & Case No. 2006-PER- 1 

Dear Judge Vim ne: 

Please find emlo 3ed the Certifling Officer's Reply Brief in the above referenced case. Copies 
have been served on Petitioner and Amici. 

Thank you for ycur attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

GARY M. BUFF 
Associate So1icit.x for 
Employment and Training 
Legal Services 

Attorney 

cc: Shirin Egod ae, Esq. (by facsimile) (wl encl.) 
Josie Gomlez, Esq. (by facsimile) (wl encl.) 
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Instead, the alplicmt files the application and the CO either grants or denies the 

application (with the possibility of an audit before the decision is made). The applicant 

cm then fiIe z .  motion for reconsideration, with no evidence not: previously submitted. 

The CO then pin ts  or denies the request for reconsideration. If  it is a denial, the request 

is immediate1 y sear. to  the BALCA for treaunent as an appeal. 

-4mici seek to achieve through litigation what they failed to achieve in the rule 

making. If tht: BALCA were to adopt the procedures now advocated by amici and 

HealWmeric:a, the new regulations are no different than the old regulations. The only 

difference wculd be the labels. What is now called a "ha1 detemination" would, in fact, 

be a NOF; what is now called a "request for reconsideration" would, in fact, be a rebuttal 

to the KOF; and what is now called a denial of the request for reconsideration would be a 

denial of the .~pplication. 

tn its q:omm,ents Yo the proposed d e ,  AILA argued rhat the NOF process was still 

needed. AIL 4 noted that the NOF '"allows the CO to provide basic notice to the parties 

that s/hz has .:ound deficiencies in rhe filing and an oppormnity to cure those 

deficiencies." AILA Comments at 52 (pages 1 and 52 attached hereto). Unconvinced by 

AILA's arswnents, the DOL eliminated the NOF in the new regulations. 69 Fed. Reg. 

77326,773 5: :-59. Amici and HealtlIAmerica might wish they lived in a pre-PERM 

regulatory universe, but to their disinay they we bound to the actual universe rhat 

includes rhe 1IER.M regulations. Their proposed procedure was explicitly rejected in the 

regulations, rlnd cannot be revived by judicial fiat. Under P E W ,  the DOL has skictly 

limited the alility of applicants to revive their applications after denial. Ifthe CO made a 

mistake, an applicant is permitted to have the CO correct it. If the CO made no mistake, 
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as is undeniably the situation in the present case, the DOL will not allow a correction 

after denial. 

I l e  biiefs of amici nnd EIealthAmerica dso make a number of arguments that 

apply only to the procedure prior to a denial by the CO. A situation that is not relevant to 

the instant prc~ceeding. For example, amici claim it is "ultra vires" for the CO to deny an 

application without allowing an applicant to co~~ec t  typographical errors. Arnici Br. at 

21. But this case is not about what the CO or the applicant may or may not do prior to a 

denial. This case regards what the CO or the applicant may or may not do -r 

denial of the i~~ulication. 

Firdl y, it is very important to remain focused on the fact that the CO in this case 

correctly deaied the application in the first instance. There is no argument, and can be no 

argument, that the CO erred in that denial. HealthAmerica and amici are simply arguing 

that reconsideration should be a method for an applicant to correct its own errors. As 

noted in the CO's original brief, use of the reconsideration process for this purpose 

appears to be unprecedented. Reconsideration is meant to correct m r s  by the 

decisio~makt r or to supply evidence not previously available to the decisionmaker. 

Here, there mas M error b i  the CO and evidence not previously submitted is explicitly 

barred - so rtconsideration is an inappropriate remedy. 
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ARGUMENT. 

A. 'The CD Correctlv Did Not Consider Evidence Healtlherica Submitted With 
Resuest For Reconsideration 

1. Drtcuments retained in case of audit are not nart of the Administrative Record 

,Qmici's first argument is that the supporting documents that the regulations 

require m apl jlicmt to rerain are part of the administrative record. Amici Br. at 9- 12. 

The essence cfthe argument is that because DOL rquires an applicant to retain some 

documenzatian, and because DOL allowed applicants to submit the documentation under 

the pre-tio~ts leplations, the CO i s  required to consider it now. Id. ar 10- 12. This 

contentition is simply wrong. 

'The argument that the materid DOL requires applicants to retain is part of the 

admini,%ativl2 record ignores the plain meaning and purpose of the new regulations. The 

regulations b:a an applicant from fling supporting documentation and require the 

retention of records in case there is an audit. 20 C.F.R. $ 656.1 7(a)(3). Amici point out 

that the recor 1s an applicant must rerain are "comparable to what employers used ro 

submit up front wirh the application under the pre-PERM regulations or in response to an 

Assesanent I.dotice or a Notice of Findings."Amici Br. at 10. As discussed above, amici 

then request, in essence, that the BALCA return the DOL to the pre-PERM world by 

deeming tlic documents to be part of the administrative record and requiring the CO to 

consider t11er.1 upon reconsideration. Such a requirement would change the denial of an 

application hto a NOF, permitmg an applicant to provide evidence r e b u ~ g  any 

decision by t ne CO. &g pages 1-2 s u m  
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Lnsteai of the- procedures imagined by amici, the DOL explicitly intended the 

audit process to replace the NOF process. 69 Fed. Reg. 77326,77358-59. The DOL 

smted that the retained documents were far rhe purpose of responding to an audit. 

Because, the (30 is not required to audit every case that is deniable on its face, there was 

clearly 110 expectation that the CO would consider d l  supporting documentation in every 

denied case. Therefore, it is unreasonable to consider the retained documentation as 

evidence "previously submitted" to the CO unless there was an audit and the CO 

requested the evidence. Thus, 20 C.F.R. 5 656.24(g)(2) does not permit the retained 

evidence to bl3 filed with a request for reconsideration. 

,Also, the regulations clearly demonstrate what "submitted" means. The preamble 

states thar rhe employer "will not be required to submit any documentation with its 

applicaiion." 69 Fed. Reg. 77326,77327. If the term "submitted" in 20 C.F.R. 5 

656,24(g)(2) neans "constmctive submittal," as amici and HealthAmerica are actualIy 

arguing, then the sentence from the preamble would be meaningless. The employer 

would '"submit" documen~ation with its application simply by filing the application. 

Henltlherica and Amici both cite FIarrv Tancredi, 88-INA-441 (BALCA Dec. 

1,1988), to s~pport Wir contention that tl~e CO must consider evidence not previously 

submitted upon reconsideration because HealthAmerica did not had a chance to submit 

the eviclence 3t an earlier stage in the procedure. flcal%erica Br. at 5; Amici Br. at 

13. Nor only would this render 20 C.F.R. § 656.24(g)(2) a nullity, it entirely misreads 

Tancredi. Tk.e key holding of Tancredi is that when a request for reconsideration "is -- 
grounded in :Jlegalions of oversight, omission or inadvertence bv the CQ which, if 

credible, would cast doubt upon the correctness of the Final Determination, and the 
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Employer hat. no previous opportunity to argue its position or present evidence in support 

of its position, the CO should reconsider his or her decision." Tancredi, 88-INA-441 

(emphasis added). The present case does not fall under the Tancredi rule. Tancredi 

requires, before m y  odler analysis, an allegation of "oversight, omission or inadvertence 

by the CO , . ." No such allegation exists in this case. The CO correctly denied the 

application in the first instance. Tl=refore, Tmcredi does not apply. 

-4s no fed, the plain language, smture, and purpose of the; redations refute the 

contention th:tt the retained documents are part of the administrative fecord. Nonetheless, 

the amici claim the BALCA sl~ould look to another agency for. guidance. They claim the 

regulati.ons sl~ould be read, as "[oJne author" suggests, like IRS regulations, where, 

according to :unici, the sllmmary of information in a federal tax r e m  is inseparable fmm 

the supp0n;in;j doo~mentation. Amici Br. at 9. Amici offers no support for tlrk view 

save for that "[o]ne author's" contention. Who is tbe author upon whom Arnici's 

attorney, hls. Josie Gonzalez, places sucll dispositive weight? It is  Ms. Gonzalez herself. 

Id. at 10, n. 14.. Therefore, amici has cited to no actual independ@ authority for its - 

contention. 

2. D3L's interpretation of remlations does not fkustrate administrative review 

Arnic, also claim rhat all retained evidence is part of the administrative record 

because ofheisvise &ere cannot be adequate "administrative review." Id. at 12-13. Tt is 

unclear what amici mean by "administrative review." Obviously, HealthAmerica had an 

oppornmity t.1 correctly fill ot~t  the application, but failed to do so. The CO's 

"administrative review" of the application was clearly correct. It must be, therefore, d~at  

amici are upset with rhe "administrative review" available on reconsideration. The CO's 
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review of his decision, however, was complete. The CO got its initial decision right. 

Amici claim lhat HealthAmerica's "tear sheet should not be considered new evidence 

simply because the DOL opted to ignore it," Amici Br. at 13. The CO did not choose to 

"ignore" the I ear sl~eets. The regutations instruct the CO not to accept evidence not 

previously su ~initted. Obviously, the tear sl~eets were not previously submitted, so the 

CO was bound ro reject them. Amici's argument is again an attempt to change the 

reconsideration process into a NOF process. Amici wants applicants who file faulty 

applications t 3 be able to explain the errors on reconsideration- exactly what a NOF was 

meant to do ill the prior regulations. 

Amici and Healtluburica also quote the preamble to the regulation where it says 

that "practice under the current regulatiolls does not contemplate consideration of new 

evidence in rr:quese for reconsideration. nlis find rule merely codifies the cwenT 

practice." Anici Br. at 13 (quoting 69 Fed. Reg. 77326,77362); HealthAmerica Br. at 4 

(same). This plain language of the preamble clearly means that the CO will continue the 

then-"cutrenl practice" of not considering new evidence on reconsideration. Amici 

creativuIy ht,srpret the sentence to mean exactly the opposite. They argue that the 

"current practice" mentioned in the prdamble is not the practice actually mentioned - not 

considering r.ew evidence - but the practice of allowing lhe applioant to file any and all 

ix~omltion i t  wants. Given this interpretation, it is entirely unclear whar amici and 

HealWlmeri~a would consider "evidence not previously submitted" to be. In fact, it is 

unclear what they understand "submitted" to mean. 
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3. QeCO considered all relevant factors 

h i c i  next argue that by failing to consider HealthAmerica's Tear sheets, the CO 

has failed to consider all relevant factors. h i c i  Br. at 14-17. Amici are wrong. They 

argue d a t  the CO must conduct "a minimum level of fact finding" to determine whether 

there are U.S. worlcers able, willing, and qualified to fill the position The CO agrees. 

The DOL lm concluded, and no one disputes, that one task m employer must undertake 

in order to g u m t e e  that there is no U.S. worlcer able, willing, and qualified to fill a 

position is to advertise in two consecutive Sunday newspapers. It is not true, as 

H e a l W r i t a  suggests, tllat the CO denid the application on "purely technical 

grounds" or due to "harmless error," HealthAmerica Br. at 4,7-8. Failing to 

advertise conectly is a condition precedent to a determination that no U.S. worker was 

available. It i s  common sense that the simplest method for determining whether an 

employer has advdsed correctly is to ask the employer for the dates it advertised. The 

CO did so, and HealthAmerica told the do it advertised incorrectly, Therefore, the CO 

reached the proper conclusion that HealthAmerica had failed to satisfy the relevant facror 

amici raises. 

Mar,eover, as I-IedtkAmerica itself quotes, the regulations state the determination 

wiIl still be b:~ed ,  inter dia, on "whether the employer has met the procedural 

requirements " WealthAmerica Br. at 3 (quoting 69 Fed. Reg. 77326, 77327). Amici's 

'Yelevant facior" argumem, however, would not allow any procedural requirements, let 

done procedural requirements necessary to make a judgment regarding a relevant factor, 

such as adve~ tising on two consecutive Sundays. The end result of anici's claim is that if 

a "procedural. requiremeilt" is all rhat stands between an ~mployer and an accepted 
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application, tl le procedural requirement must be ignored. Not only does that render 

meaningless the language mentioned above, and quoted by HealthAmerica, requiring an 

employm to 81110~ procedural requirements, it also would lead to chaos in the program. 

According to amici, for the CO to consider all relevant factors rhe employer must 

have an oppoimity "to correct or augment [incorrect] idormation with relevant 

supporting documentation." M c i  Br. at 14. Otherwise, according to amici, the 

BALCPL will not dlow for judicial review of the agency's reasoning pmcess." Id. at 15. 

But in the present case, the agency's reasoning process is crystal clear: The applicant 

stated it failal to advertise as the regulations require, so the CO must deny the 

applicaiion. 

1. alere is n0.r-equirement for the CO to conduct an audiz 

Amici misinterpret the regulation's preamble in order TO argue that the CO should 

have conduct zd EUI audit. Id, at 17-1 8. The regulations state that &er an "initid review 

of an applicarion &s determined that it% acceptable for processing, a computer system 

will review tlle application based upon various selection criteria that will allow 

problematic ipplicazions to be identified for audit." 69 Fed. Reg. 77326,77328. Under 

amici's interpretation of this section any de~lied application i s  '~roblcrnatic" and must be 

audited. A.gain, this would result in a NOF process, with an automatic audit instead of an 

automatic NOF. 

Thz proper interpretation of the preamble is thar the computer f is t  does the 

"initial rebiew." In a case such as the present case, the computer will deteimizlc that the 

applicatioii i:. not "acceptable for processing" because it is deniable on its face. The 

computer newr gets to the determination of whether the application is "problema~c." 
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15ve:n if the BALCA concludes the applicarion should have been found to be 

"acceptnblt fi )r processing" the quoted language of the preamble does not require an 

audit. 11ealt.h 4merica's application was not ~roblmatic." It was deniable on its face - 
no problem. .Qmici claim that because HealthAmerica admitted there was a Sunday 

newspaper and provided one Sunday date and one Monday date there was as 

"inc9nsistenc y" that rendered the application "problematic." Amici Br. at 17-18. Amici 

apparently do not understand 2he meaning of an "inconsistency." Nothing 

H e d W d c ; a  stated in its application regarding the dates of advertising conflicted with 

any other pan; of the a y ~ k a t i ~ n .  Therefore, no audit was warrauted. 

_hnicj point to the new regulations' treatment of State Worldor& Agency 

C'SWA") pr~irdiing wage determinations ("PWD") as evidence that the CO is 

irratiomlly interpreting the regulation regarding reconsideration. Prior to applying for 

pexmanent ldmr certification, an employer must ask a SWA for a PWD. 20 C.F.R. 4 

656.40(a). If the employer is not satisfied with the PWD, it can ask the CO ti review it. 

In order for dle CO to reach n reasonable conclusion regarding the S WA's determination, 

the regulatior~ requires the employer to provide "all materials pertaining to the PWD 

submitted co .he SWA up to the date of the PWD received from the SWA." 20 C.F.R § 

656.411a). If the employer does not like the CO's conclusion, it can then appeal to the 

B a C A  for rl deteridnation based on "only such evidence that was within the record 

upon wbicll the [CO's] affirmation of the PWD by the SWA was based." 20 C.F.R. § 

656.41ie). Irl other words, the CO can only use the idnrmation that was actuall~ 
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submitted to the SWA, and tihe BALCA can only examine the evidence actuallv 

considered by the CO. 

'fie pocedures for reconsideration of the CO's denial of an application are no 

different. The CQ can only consider evidence that the applicant actually submitted; and 

the BAI,CA can only examine the evidence actuallv considered by the CO. Amici's 

argument is c~~rnpletely backwards. They claim the regulations treat challenges to a 

SWA' s prevailing wage determination aiffkmtly than it mats challenges to the CO' s 
---------- 

denial of an a ppiication. h fact, as &omivK  6 z T e g r u a t l o m ~ ~  t h e  

same way - the CO and the l3AtCA can only consider widen~e actuallv submitted. 

6. 2(1 C.F.R. 6 656.1 OW(l)(i) does not amdv after a denial 

The =:levant portion of 20 C.F.R. § 656.10(e)(l)(i) states that ''[a]ny personmay 

submit: ro the [CO] documentary evidence bearing on an application for permanent labor 

certification i iled under the basic labor certification process . , . ." Section 

656.10(e)(L)(ii) requires the CO to co&der some of that information. Arnici argue these 

sections reqwre the CO to accept and consider the tear sheets HealthAmerica filed with 

its request ~OI, reconsideration. Amici Br. at 19-20. The quored regulations, however, 

can only apply prior to the CO' s final decision. 

Assurae far a moment rhat the cited regulations permitted H~~J~hAmerica to 
..................... 

any documentary evidence it desires with its request far reconsideration of the CO's 

denial of HealthAmerica's application. What then remains of the bar on the inclusion 

with a request for reconsideration of "evidence not previously submitted" to the CO? 

Section 20 C.F.R. § 656.10(e)(l) does not limit to evidence retained in case of audit the 

' The CO takes no positiofi an the precise meaning of the quoted regulations. For the purposes of this brief 
only, CO nsmes  it would allow HealthAmerica to have submitted some evidence prior to  the CO's 
denial of HealtZAmarica's application. 
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evidence that "[alny person" may submit to the CO. It allows for any evidence "bearing 

on an slypli~ation," Therefore, for the bar on "evidence not previously submitted" to 

mean mflzia3,20 C.F.R. 5 656,10(e)(l) can only apply, whatever it means, prior to the 

CO's denial of an application. To reach any other interpre~ation invalidates a portion of 

the regulations, which the BALCA cannot do, 

7. T1. e limitation of reconsideration to the CO's errors is reasonable 

,Ilmici and Healtluherica also contend that it is arbitrary and capricious for the 

CO only to cc1rrec-t on reconsideration errors of the CO himself Amici Br. at 20-21. 

There are twc obvious reasons why this argument is incorrect. First, the claim would 

once again leiid to a NOF procedure, which the DOL has already rejected. See pages 1-2 

sup- Y econLi, it is undoubtedly reasonable ad co~nmonsensical for the regulations to 

require b e  party that made a mistake to suffer the consequences of that mistake. Arnici 

and HedZthAr nerica hope to shift the consequences of an employer error from the 

employer to the CO. HealthAmerica Br. at 6-7. That: might be an acceptable procedure 

if the DOL mler chooses to adopt it, but the DOL has not: done so. Instead, the DOL 

chose to aclaclg.t the commonsense approach 

Moreover, for amiai's argument to make sense, pointing out CO errors would 

have to some now violate the bar on "evidence not previously submitted." But it does not. 

For example, if HealthAmerica had correctly filled out the application and the CO had 

still derJed it, HealthAmerica could have filed a valid request for reconsideration that did 

not include ally additional evidence. I-IealthAmerica wodd simply have had to point out 

that the evidence it had previously subinitted - the application - was proper, It is hard to 
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irnaghe a CO error that could only be demonstrated with the provision of evidence not 

previously sulxnitted. 

3. Q 3L's q o l i c ~  not to allow corrections prior to a denial, is irrelevant 

Lastly, amici claim the DOL's decision not to allow corrections or amendments to 

applications i:; "ultra vire~."~ Amici Br, at 21-25. DOL's PEFW FAQ No. 5 states that 

"[c]orrections can nor be made to an applica~on after the application is submitted under 

PERM." Cle:rrly, FAQ No. 5 only applies prior 20 the CO's decision on an application. 

It makes no smse to speak of a "correction" to an application after the CO has denied it. 

The present c we does not involve an attempted correction to HealtlWerica's 

applicalian plior to a decision, so FAQ No. 5 is irrelevant. 

- b i c j  also argue that the DOL ignored their comments during the rulemaking by 

not creating a procedure that allows for the correction o f  applications. Td. at 2 1 .  As 

mentioned above, the present case does not involve a correction to an application. 

Fwzhenao~, the BALCA is not the appropriate forum for a complaint about a 

rulemaking aid the rulemaking process. 

B. [f the BALCA Disaneeg With the CO. the BALCA Should Allow the CO to 
lete Ijis Review 

Hedkb~erica and amici ail argue h t ,  should the BALCA conolude that CO was 

required to cc ~xlsider a e  tear sheets I-IealthAmerica provided, the BALCA should order 

the CO to certi* HealthAmerica's application. HealthAmerica Br. at 8; Amici Br. at 25- 

27. The CO ,:elies on the Eu'grunents made in the CO's initial brief, but sfresses on 

impartant fact. If the BALCA orders the CO to certify at this point in the process, 

If nppenrs thal amici have mis~ised the term "ultra vues." According tb Bhck's Law Dictionary, Eighth 
Edition, "ulm !*ires" means "[u]nauthorized; beyond the scope ofpower allowtd or granted by a corporate 
charter or by bv." The gist of amici's argument is clear, however, so the misuse is nor prejudicial to the 
CO. 
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HedthAmerir:aYs application will never undergo the complete review required by rh@ 

Lmmigration and Nationality ACT ("INA"), 8 U.S.C. $ 1182(a)(S)(A), perhaps thereby 

barring .the Cll from considering a11 the "relevant factors" so valued by amici in its brief. 

It is entirely ~ossible, though not certain, that HealtMmerica's application suffers from 

further deficic:ncies far which the computer does not look. If the BALCA orders 

certilication, ihere can be no guarantee that the DOL will have protected U.S. workers as 

required by law. 

CDNCLUSION 

For the relsons discussed above, the CO asks BALCA to affirm the CO's decisions in 

the present case. 

RespecMly submitted, 

GARY M. BUFF 
Associate Solicitor fir 
Employment and Training Legal Services 

HARRY L. S m W L D  
Counsel for Litigation 

Division of Employment and Training 
L e d  Services 
Office of the Solicitor 
U.S. Department of Labor 
200 Constiturion Avc., N.W., Suite N-2101 
Washington, D.C. 20210 
Tel. No.: (202) 693-5710 
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VIA XXAND DELIVERY 
Assistant Secretary for Employment and Training 
U.S. Department o f f  abor 
200 Constitution Avenue NW 
Room C-43 18 
Washington, DC 202 1 0 

Ath: Dale Ziegler 
Chief, Division of Foreign Labor Certification 

RE: Comments of the American Immigration Lawyers 
Association to Proposed R u l ~  Certification for Pernmnent 
Employment o f  Aliens in the United States; 
hplementation of New System (67 Federal Regster 
30466. May 6,2002) 

' Dear Assistant Secretary: 

The American Immigratioil Lawyers Association 
CLAILA") i s  pleased to present its comments in response to 
the proposal of the Department of Labor ("DOE") to amend 
its regulations governing the f i g  and processing of labor 
certification for permanent amployme~zt of aliens in the 
United States and to implement a new filing and processing , 

system for such applications. 

AILA is a bar association of more than 7,800 
attorneys and law professors practicing and teaching in the 
f eld of immigration and nationality law, AILA's mission 
includes the advancen~ent of the law pertaining to 
inimiption and naturalization and the facilitation of 
justice in the field. AILA's members are well acquainted 
with the labor certification process, having significant 
experience representing and educating employers who have 
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r;xpe?ience is used in "virtually a11 instances" for positions requiring less than two ycar.s 
'/ of training or experience is wholly in error and contrary lo rstablished employment 

practices in niom occuparions in rhe United States. While AXLA agrccs wl~olehemedly 
with the Labor Department's conclusion that U.S. workers must be protecred, we 
emphatically do not agree that the use of alternative job requirements somchow 
manip~~lates I Iae process. Rather, alternative experience requirements are a legitimate and 
necessary p a t  of reguiunent, and the regulations should explicitly recognize them as 
such. 

IT is puzzling that, on one hand, DOL would insist that an employer hire any 
worker who h o b  like he might be able to perform tho job. but refuse to allow empIoyers 
to chart out altmative requirements that could provide objective guidance as to whether 
an individual couldperform the job, This proposed rule, in essence, would replace a 
well-devclopr:d, objective standard with an incomprehensible, subjective m d a r d .  

I 

M. AUDITS, REOUIESTS FOR REVIEW & IUIVOCATION 

A. Arrdiis and rlre Elintina~ion ofNOFs 

Although :t is never pleasant to receive one, the NOF has served a highly useful 
p q o s c  in labor certification practice. The process allows vdid cascs to be refined and 
re-focused where that i s  needed, and it provides a predictable and effective way for DOL 
and the employer to identify and address issues. Consistent with fundamental fairness and 
due process, the NOF allows thz CO to provide basic notice to the parties that s h e  has 
found deficier cies in the filing and an opportunity to cure those deficiencies. 

This is particularly crucial because lab& certifications can easily be denied for minor 
deficiencies, and many U.S. employers filing labor certifications are not represenbd by 
counsel. Under the current systcm, a SWA can assist the uninitiated employer or counsel 
througb the prxess wirh a series of "assessments-" Under t l ~ e  proposed system, an 
employer will really only have one opportunity to "get it right." One can easily imagine 
that an e.mploj'er who is not well versed in the requirements of the system may satisfy all 
but one requinmenf which under the proposed system, would be fatal as the case would 
be denied, witliout an opportunity to address and cure the deficiency. 

In contrast the proposed audit system appears aimed solely at preventing or 
punishing misiepresentation by eliciting fiom employers the documentation they are 
required to maintain in support of the attestarions on tbe labor ccrtification form, but not 
at curing or a.s:;isting employers wit11 deficiencies. In the end, employers are left with no 
reasonatlle pro :edure through which they can gain assistance on a deficiency or guidance 
on what the CO views the deficiency to be. No set of rules is Mly reconcilable to the 
settings in which it will be applied, least of all rules relating to labor certification. There 
rnusr be a procl$ss by which the rules are applied to specific facts and thus mare hlly 
understood in that cohtext. The proposed rule would allow no process for this 
dqvelopment, and instead abandons decades of developed standards and &em with a 


